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Meet the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX and you’ll meet one of the most desirable sports cars ever built. It’s a winner. Its racing pedigree extends back over countless victories around the world, including four consecutive World Rally Championships. Yet thanks to state-of-the-art technology derived directly from components used in the WRC rally car, it performs just as spectacularly in everyday traffic. In short, the Evolution IX is the ultimate driving experience. A terrific car in every respect. And with the genuine accessories in this brochure you can personalise it and make it even more exciting to drive.

Important note: All test results on aerodynamics and downforce have been measured at 180 km/h.
EXTERIOR STYLING

Lancer Evolution shown with canard spoilers, front airdam extension and rear spoiler extension, mud flaps, mirror covers and B-pillar decoration.

TAUNT THE CHALLENGERS

The Lancer Evolution has taunted challengers for decades. It’s become something of a trademark. Now, with the Evolution IX, you can taunt the challengers to even greater frustration. Because to complement its powerful bodylines and impressive appearance, Mitsubishi Motors’ designers have come up with a distinctive range of accessories that enhance the look and feel of this pedigree sports car even further. And all to your own taste and style. Accessories like the spoiler extensions and the vortex generator turn your car into even more of a racing brute than it already is. Or you might prefer the slightly more tempered look afforded by tasteful extras such as the mat chrome finish mirror covers and B-pillar decoration. The choice is yours.
**EXTERIOR STYLING**

**B-pillar decoration**
Carbon print, with Lancer Evolution logo.
MZ313048

**Mirror covers**
Mat chrome finish.
MZ311345

**Mud flaps**
Set of front and rear mud flaps. Rear flaps with carbon-fibre “Lancer Evolution” badge.
MZ380345EX

**Lockable wheel nuts**
Protect your wheels against theft.
MZ312695

**Vortex generator**
To improve body aerodynamics by straightening the airflow over the rear window. Additional rear downforce +2kgf. Aerodynamic drag reduction: 1.1%.
Painted in Amethyst Black MZ575587EX
Painted in Flame Red MZ575588EX
Painted in Cool Silver MZ575590EX

**Sports exhaust muffler**
Replacement muffler for enhanced sound and look. Chromed tailpipe.
MME31494

**Mud flaps**
Set of front and rear mud flaps. Rear flaps with carbon-fibre “Lancer Evolution” badge.
MZ380345EX

**Vortex generator**
To improve body aerodynamics by straightening the airflow over the rear window. Additional rear downforce +2kgf. Aerodynamic drag reduction: 1.1%.
Painted in Amethyst Black MZ575587EX
Painted in Flame Red MZ575588EX
Painted in Cool Silver MZ575590EX

**Sports exhaust muffler**
Replacement muffler for enhanced sound and look. Chromed tailpipe.
MME31494
**SPORT STYLING**

**Front strut bar**
Aluminium replacement strut bar. Saves 2.7 kg of weight. MZ568543EX

**Decoration plate for engine compartment**
Aluminium entry plate. MZ313144

**Ground cable set**
Improves engine ground system. Gold coloured cables. MZ360091EX

**Carnard spoilers**
Front bumper corner spoilers. To increase front downforce by +4kgf. MZ575553EX

**Rear strut bar**
Aluminium, to increase rear body stiffness. MZ313143

**Brake air duct**
Front suspension spoiler for enhanced front brake cooling. MZ555004EX

**Ground cable set**
Improves engine ground system. Gold coloured cables. MZ360091EX
Front airdam extension
To increase front downforce.
Front airdam extension will only be supplied in combination with rear spoiler extension.

Rear spoiler extension
To increase rear downforce.
Rear spoiler extension will only be supplied in combination with front airdam extension.

Front airdam extension and rear spoiler extension package test results:
Additional front downforce +17kgf;
additional rear downforce +7kgf.
Aerodynamic drag (cd): +/- 0.

Front airdam extension and silver rear spoiler extension MZ575629EX
Front airdam extension and dark grey rear spoiler extension MZ575628EX
INTERIOR STYLING

THE BEST PLACE TO BE

The exterior of the Lancer Evolution IX exudes racing prowess. It gives the challengers something stunning to look at and ponder over as you pass by. But you’ll be behind the wheel, so we’ve made sure that’s positively the best place to be in every respect.

A wheel of the finest leather, a carbon-finished dashboard, sport seats, instruments and controls where you expect them to be – it’s all part of the package. But no two drivers are alike and tastes differ, so we’ve left some of the more personal details up to you. There’s a wealth of extras to choose from to reflect your own sporting needs and style. Extras like an interior decoration kit, a sports meter kit, an aluminium shift knob, a carbon-fibre handbrake lever and a mobile phone console with hands-free kit. And when the exhilarating drive robs you of all sense of direction, it’s good to know that the powerful DVD navigation system will guide you home.

Meter panel decoration
Carbon-fibre.
MZ527339EX

Interior decoration kit
Silver carbon look.
Garnish for dashboard beltline and power window switch panels (set of 6 pcs).
MZ313574 LHD
MZ313575 RHD

Meter panel decoration
Brushed aluminium.
MZ526953EX

Sports meter kit
Additional meter kit.
Contains volt, oil temperature and turbo pressure meters.
White illuminated.
MZ592038EX

Installation kit for sports meter kit
MME31493

Floor illumination
Entry illumination, automatically switches on/off.
MZ607348EX

Gear shift knob
Aluminium knob with carbon print.
MZ313546

Handbrake lever
Real carbon lever with aluminium accents.
MZ525607EX
DVD Map type navigation system MP-8000
- Map, voice and arrow guidance
- 9 languages (D, F, GB, NL, E, P, I, S, DK)
- 6.5” LCD wide display with retractable mechanism
- Easy destination selection by address, postal code, map or
POI (point of interest)
- Convenient memory functions
- Automatic re-route function
- Easy to operate remote control
- High accuracy locator using satellite signal, gyro and
vehicle speed sensor
- Dual map mode
MZ313040

Installation kit for MP-8000
- display installation kit MZ598182

Digital road map (DVD-ROM) for MP-8000
Coverage: And, A, B, DK, CH, D, E, F, FL, GB, I, Irl, L,
MC, N, NL, P, RSM, S, SF.
MZ313514

TMC tuner (Traffic Message Channel)
Optional for MP-8000.
MZ313043

Note: TMC is not available in all countries, please ask your dealer for more information.

Lancer Evolution audio MP74
Radio CD player with MP3 playback functionality. The unit is
equipped with a TwinCeiver concept, which reduces the
reception interference up to 90% by using a second active
window antenna. The high power amplifier, 4 x 50W max (4x26W
RMS), and the digital sound processor of the audio unit are
especially adjusted to the speakers and interior of the Lancer
Evolution to realize an amazing sound.

The CD drive, behind the motorized flipdown panel, supports
CD text and supports MP3 playback from CD-ROM and CD-RW.
In case of MP3 the unit displays up to 127 directories and has
a convenient MP3 browsing function.

Compatible with the mobile phone hands free base kit
MZ313137, muting the audio unit and transferring the signal
to the vehicle speaker by incoming calls.
MME31400

Mobile phone hands
free base kit
Includes switchbox,
microphone and base plate
(crade needs to be clicked
into the base plate).
MZ313137

Mobile phone antenna
Window antenna.
Dual band patch antenna
for GSM 900 & 1800 net.
MZ313140

Mobile phone console
Incl. wiring harness.
For dashboard installation.
LHD MME31438
RHD MME31439

Note: Mobile phone car kit
consists of mobile phone
console, hands free base
kit, cradle and antenna.

Remote control
for MP74
To be mounted on the
steering wheel.
MME31316

10 Disc CD changer
MME31306

Navigation
Main menu
Dynamic route guidance
Preferred route calculation
Points of interest

Mobile phone cradles
Cradles are available for
various types of mobile
phones.
Please ask your dealer for
more information.
MME31318

Mobile phone hands
free base kit
Includes switchbox,
microphone and base plate
(crade needs to be clicked
into the base plate).
MZ313137

Mobile phone console
Incl. wiring harness.
For dashboard installation.
LHD MME31438
RHD MME31439

Note: Mobile phone car kit
consists of mobile phone
console, hands free base
kit, cradle and antenna.
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL

Everything about the Evolution IX invites you to drive it to the limit. And although the chances are you’ll secretly always want to do exactly that, in the reality of everyday motoring you might want just a bit more comfort than you’ll find in a pure sports car. Your Lancer Evolution IX has been designed to give you just that. Comfort comes standard. But Mitsubishi Motors has created some stylish and practical accessories to enhance your comfort even further.

Textile mat set
Premium class, anthracite.
With Lancer Evolution logo on front mats.
MZ313049 LHD
MZ313050 RHD

Entry guards
Front door set.
Stainless steel, with Lancer Evolution logo.
MZ360061EX

Entry guards “Evotec”
Front door set.
Carbon print, with Lancer Evolution logo.
MZ313022

Lancer Evolution interior with entry guards ‘Evotec’, textile mats, aluminium meter panel decoration, aluminium gear shift knob and carbon handbrake lever.
RACING-STANDARD SAFETY & PROTECTION

The Lancer Evolution IX was born on the rally track. No wonder its driving dynamics are state-of-the-art. But with all that torque for your right foot to play with, we felt the racer’s safety features should meet racing standards, too. And they do. So there’s nothing to worry about there, except perhaps the additional safety and protection accessories Mitsubishi Motors has to offer you, such as a safety kit and a range of child safety seats for even the youngest aspiring racers. And to protect your Evolution IX from the elements after you’ve manoeuvred it into a spot using the rear parking sensors, we’ve even made a durable coat for it.
Rear parking assistance
Assists reversing with audible distance indication. Sensors can be painted in body colour. Set of 4 rear sensors. MZ312908

Body cover
High quality body cover, incl. two straps. For Lancer Evolution with small or large carbon spoiler. MZ312907EX

Child safety seat "Duo Plus" (ISOFIX)
For children between 8 months and 4 years old. MZ313045

Child safety seat "Lord"
For children between 8 months and 4 years old. MZ312745

Child safety seat "Baby-Safe"
For babies up to 15 months or 13 kg. MZ312807

Child safety seat "Kid"
For children between 3 and 12 years of age. MZ312808

Safety kit
Includes first aid kit and warning triangle. MZ312959

Warning triangle MZ312957

First aid kit MZ312958

Body cover
High quality body cover, incl. two straps. For Lancer Evolution with small or large carbon spoiler. MZ312907EX
PERSONAL STYLING

Mitsubishi Rally drivers have been dominating rally racing all over the world for decades. From the many victories of the Mitsubishi Pajero in the demanding Paris-Dakar rally, up to the several consecutive world titles in the WRC-series of the legendary Lancer Evolution. You can bring a tribute to those outstanding rally racing results, by joining the many Mitsubishi Rally-fans worldwide. The range of unique RALLIART accessories will help you show your appreciation.

RALLIART t-shirt
- Material: quick-dry knit (polyester 100%) - RALLIART/MITSUBISHI MOTOR SPORTS embroidery on the back

Black
- Size: L (Eur size M) MME50060
- Size: O (Eur size L) MME50061

White
- Size: L (Eur size M) MME50062
- Size: O (Eur size L) MME50063

Note: Japanese size L is European size M, Japanese size O is European size L.

RALLIART umbrella
- Material: polyester 100%
- Diameter: 150 cm
- Shaft: aluminium
- Rib: graphite
- Grip: Eva

WRC team cap
- Material: polyester 65%, cotton 35%
- One size fits all
- Velcro closure MME50066

RALLIART polo shirt
- Material: quick-dry knit (polyester 100%)
- RALLIART/MITSUBISHI MOTOR SPORTS embroidery on the back

Black
- Size: L (Eur size M) MME50060
- Size: O (Eur size L) MME50061

White
- Size: L (Eur size M) MME50062
- Size: O (Eur size L) MME50063

Note: Japanese size L is European size M, Japanese size O is European size L.

Quick Reference List

Comfort
- Textile mat set, Premium class: MZ313049
- LHD MZ313050
- RHD MZ313060
- Entry guards, stainless steel: MZ380081EX
- Entry guards “Evoque”: MZ313022

Safety & protection
- Body cover: MZ380287EX
- Rear parking assistance [unpainted]: MZ312908
- Child safety seats: “Baby-Safe”, < 15 months MZ312807
- “Duo Plus” (1000X): 8 months – 4 years MZ313045
- “Lord”, 8 months – 4 years MZ312745
- “Kid”, 3 – 12 years MZ312808
- Warning triangle MZ312857
- First aid kit MZ312958
- Safety kit MZ312959

RALLIART
- WRC team cap: MME50066
- T-shirt: MME50064 – MME50065
- Polo shirt, black: MME50060 – MME50061
- Polo shirt, white: MME50062 – MME50063
- Umbrella MME50067
- Touch-up paint (no ill.): Please ask your dealer

Important note: All test results on aerodynamics and downforce have been measured at 180 km/h.
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